
Week 8 – Doing The Great Commission –– Jesus StylePt.1 –Intentional  
• Straight to D-Groups: Discuss Last Wks. Reflect Q & Mark 1-8 reading.   
• Homework:  Read Mark’s gospel, Ch. 9-15.Catch up on any unfinished assignments. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

A. Last week –– the death and resurrection of Jesus and its significance.  

1. Acts 1:3 picks up the story is a summative statement. –– “After Jesus’ suffering, he presented 
himself to the disciples and gave many convincing proofs that he was alive. He appeared to them over a 
period of forty days and spoke about the kingdom of God.” 

2. These first Jesus followers (who will be nicknamed “Christians” –– See Acts 11:26) right up to you and 

me, live as “___________________________.”   They and we are living in the “now but not 

yet” (initiated but not yet fully consummated) reality of the KOG –– that you learned about last week.  

B. The forty days culminates in Jesus’ giving his disciples, what has come to be know as Jesus’ “great 
commission.”   (See other commission texts below.) –– These commissioning statements reveal the heart of 1

Jesus’ vision for his genuine followers.  

 You will find the “commissioning” sayings of Jesus in the following places:  1

Matthew 28:18-20 (see above) 
Mark 16:15 He (Jesus) said to them, “Go into all the world and announce he good news to all creation.  16 Whoever believes and 
is baptized will be saved, but whoever does not believe will be condemned.” 
Luke 24:47 “… and repentance and forgiveness of sins will be preached in his name to all nations, beginning at Jerusalem.   48 You 
are witnesses of these things.”  
John 17:18   Jesus in prayer to his heavenly Father: “As you sent me into the world, I have sent them into the world.”  
Acts 1:8   “But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea 
and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth."
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II. JESUS’ “GREAT COMMISSION” –– MATTHEW 28:18–20 

A. “Then Jesus came to them and said, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. 19 In light of my 
authority I command that wherever you find yourself going, make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of 
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 20 and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And I 
assure you that I will always be with you, to the very conclusion of this age.” 

1. Definition: A commission is: an  instruction,  command,  or  duty  given to a person or  group  of people. 
An order for something to be produced, that bestows the authority to perform a task on behalf of the one giving 
the commission. 

B. Great Commission Take-a-ways From Matthew 28:19-20 

1. TAKE-A-WAY #1 –– THE ________________________OF HOW JESUS SAYS IT. 

2. TAKE-A-WAY #2 –– THE ______________________OF HIS (MY) WILL: “Go to all nations, all 
creation, to the ends of the earth,” and make disciples.  ––  

3. TAKE-A-WAY #3 –– THE___________________________ OF HIS (MY) COMMISSION. 

In Jesus we find no ethno–centric racism, sexism, classism, or any of the other cultural values that create 
human stratifications rooted in human pride.  

4. Take-a-way #4 –– The _____________________Of His (My) Commission. 

a) JESUS’ WORDS PLACE THE FOCUS ON WHAT WE ARE TO DO (MAKE DISCIPLES) NO MATTER 
WHERE WE FIND OURSELVES.  

b) So, we have our marching orders. –– We know a foundational aspect of God’s will for our lives.  

c)  The Question Raised?  

III. The Jesus Style Of Disciple–Making –– Learning from the Master’s approach! 

A. HE WAS ____________________(INTENTIONAL) –The catalyst for all the rest. 
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1. PURPOSEFUL DEFINED: To act with clear intent; to pre-meditate or act intentionally; to pursue a given 
purpose with resolution and perseverance in a manner that is likely to accomplish the goal. 

2. THE PRINCIPAL OBSERVED 

a) Mark. 1:17: Jesus’ clearly ________________________ goal or end statements. 

(1) “ Come follow me and I will make you fishers of men.” 

(2) “I came to seek and to rescue the lost ––to give his life as a ransom for many.”(Lk19:10 & Mk 
10:45) 

(3) “As the time drew near for him to ascend to heaven, Jesus resolutely (set his face like flint) set 
out for Jerusalem.” (Luke 9:51) 

3. ASSERTION: BEING INTENTIONAL IS ESSENTIAL TO OUR FULFILLING THE GREAT COMMISSION 

a) Reality demands it since ______________________________ are not born they are built!  

b) _________ is impossible without it, and becoming an effective mentor demands growing 
maturity.  

4.  PRESENT DAY CHALLENGES YOU FACE IN LIVING AN INTENTIONAL LIFE?  

a) Our Challenge –– Living in a Culture of ____________________________. 

(1)  A WORKING DEFINITION: Spontaneity: to act on the power of sudden emotional urges or 
desires. 

5. DIGGING DEEPER: CULTURAL FEELINGS ABOUT THE INTENTIONAL LIFE AND A LIFE OF 
SPONTANEITY. 
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a) Where in American culture is the intentional (dutiful) life most highly valued?  

b) Where in American culture is spontaneity most highly valued?   

6. CULTURAL PROPOSITIONS TO PONDER REGARDING SPONTANEITY AND LOVE   

a) What we believe determines our expectations, decisions and our conduct. Ideas have implications! 

(1) Proposition #1: Love comes from the heart (center of emotions) and its emotional power 
energizes us to a life of consistent, growing and lasting love.   True  False 

(2) Proposition #2: Real love is alive with spontaneity; it should not have to be planned or put 
into a calendar!         True          False  

(a) Example # 1–– Me, Chocolate, Flowers, & Shirls –– Not evil just a lame (crippled) 
love. 

• Shirley’s Response:  Assuring that the______________ of the urgent or the 
________________ of planning does not destroy the chance to love and nurture 
Jesus life in one-another.   

(b)  Example #2 –– Student resistance to establishing one-to-one times.  

• “If you set them up they are not ___________________________ you’re just 
doing your job.”  

• Two Possible Reasons that creating intentional calendar appointments is seen as a 
negative.  

• Why all the staff use calendars and time management tools!  
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(c) My Affirmation of those who intentional carve out “_____________________” 
for the sake of others!  

(3) Proposition #3: Real love does not need to be compelled by duty.                                       
True         False 

(4) Proposition #4: “Lord, thankfully you came out of love and not obligation.”                        
True          False 

(a) Assertion #3 & 4 raises the question: “WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP, IF ANY, 
BETWEEN LOVE AND DUTY (OBLIGATION)?  

(b) Does authentic love implicitly or explicitly obligate us? Does it entail duty? 

(c) What are examples, if any, of love’s duties (obligations)?  

7. SLIDE #21– JESUS IDENTIFIES THE _________________ OF AUTHENTIC HUMAN LOVE: 
“Greater Love Has No Man Than He (Intentionally) Lay Down His Life For Another.” (John 15:13; See also: Jn. 
10:15, 18; 13:37) 

a) Make a list of who is the “another” in your day-to-day goings?  

b) What would “laying” down look like for the “anothers” on your list? 

IV. Closing Thought: SLIDE #14 Summing Up: Jesus’ Style and His Clear Implications In Mt. 
28:19-20 
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A. Jesus’ words assert that he _________________ intends for us to ____________________ pursue his 

intended ______________________ with the same ______________________ intentions and 

actions, as He did.  

1. For many there is a very real internal competition between a _______________________ life verses 

a life driven or dependent on ________________________________________ emotion.   

2. Spontaneity can be seen in Jesus' ministry but it remains in deep harmony with his purposes. You won’t 

find him abandoning his fundamental purpose because something else comes up.  

3.  Final Musings: Over the years I have often run into a mind set that sees the purposeful life as being 
somehow contrary to the kind of life a believer is to live. These folks speak in glowing terms concerning 
the need to be "spontaneous" in their relationships to believers and nonbelievers alike. To them 
purposeful commitments and disciplined actions seem lacking in spontaneity and therefore stifling and 
demeaning of their true humanity. They desire to throw of the " yokes of structure and pre-meditated 
action". They speak of the desire to be "friends" and to be "led by the Spirit" in their relationships.  

Certainly we desire to be moved along by the Spirit and to live in a refreshing and life giving way. It is 
true that useless structures are both stifling and a bother. They are right in observing that “goal sheets 
and time management devices” did not mark Jesus ministry. But two things trouble me about this view 
of things.  

First I am troubled by the implication that thoughtful, willful, and practical actions on the part of a 
Christian to  disciple others in the Lord, is somehow in conflict with being truly human and Spirit filled. 
Jesus was truly human and Spirit-filled and as we have seen he was very clear in his purposes and actively 
initiated relationships in order to bring them about.  Jesus training of the disciples was anything but 
casual. Jesus clearly is moved by known goals (even if they were not on a "goal sheet") and clearly his 
priorities guided his travel and use of time, even if he didn't need a "priority planer."   

Secondly, I'm troubled by the fact that those who protest in this way and claim to be "led of the Spirit" 
and "spontaneous", simply in most cases are not involved in any active evangelism and/or maturation 
ministries. The "leading of the Spirit" strangely has not caused them to obey in any tangible way the 
great commission of Jesus.I am convinced that our cultures affair with "spontaneity" is just one more 
spiritual smoke screen that allows us to continue to live self centered lives in opposition to the Lordship 
of Christ. Jesus called us to join his army and become "good soldiers" (2Tim 2:3-4) but perhaps the 
problem today is that too many want to be culturally conformed civilians. 
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